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1. Introduction 
Here we construct a number of unusual Riesz spaces in answer to some 
questions which have presented themselves in the theory of normed Riesz 
spaces. Each of these questions involves, directly or indirectly, the Egoroff 
property. We recall that a Riesz space Lis said to be Egoroff if, for every 
element u in L+, [(Vn)O<;;;un,k t kU] ==>- [(Hum>O)um t mU and (Vm)um < 
< {un,k}], where we agree to write a < {an,k} to mean (Vn) ({f[k(n))a.;;; 
.;;;an,k<n>· Some references to the history of this notion, and results clari-
fying its significance for the theory of seminormed Riesz spaces may be 
found in [1]. The weaker "almost-Egoroff" property is introduced there 
also. 
Suppose we have a Riesz norm eon the Riesz space L (i.e., e is a norm 
on the linear space L which is, in addition, monotone in the sense that 
lvl.;;; lui==>- e(v)<e(u)). Such a Riesz norm is said to be integral if Un-} 0 ==>-
==>- (!(Un) f 0 (this is the property called (A, i) by LUXEMBURG and ZAANEN 
[ 4, section 33]). It may be said that spaces possessing integral Riesz 
norms tend to be Egoroff. For example, Luxemburg has shown that, if 
such a space is, in addition, locally norm-complete (i.e., order bounded 
Cauchy sequences converge), then the space is Egoroff (see [5, Note XVI, 
Theorem 65.2]). Note that if the space in question is order complete, or 
even u-Dedekind complete, then it is automatically locally norm-complete 
(this may be seen as a consequence of a more general result [5, Note XVI, 
Theorem 61. 7]). A different supplementary condition which forces a space 
L possessing an integral Riesz norm e to be Egoroff is the requirement 
that the "integral property" of (! hold for general directed systems, not 
merely for sequences. To be precise, we require that if u ... is any directed 
system such that u ... -} 0, then e(u ... )-} 0. Riesz norms satisfying this stronger 
property we shall call normal ((A, ii) in the terminology of [4, section 33]). 
The result that a Riesz space possessing a normal Riesz norm is Egoroff 
is due to LUXEMBURG and ZAANEN [4, Note XI, Theorem 35.1]. Inci-
dentally, the case where L is order complete is included in this theorem 
as well, since an integral Riesz norm on a u-Dedekind complete space 
is always normal (a result going back, essentially, to NAKANO [7, pp. 321-
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322]). It is of interest, then, to know in general to what extent an integral 
· Riesz norm must be normal. Riesz spaces possessing integral Riesz norms 
which are not normal on the space as a whole may be constructed rather 
simply (cf. [4, the last space discussed in Example 29.11]). However, 
in previous examples of this type the norm always became normal when 
restricted to some dense ideal (an ideal I is said to be (order) dense in 
a space L if [O#u E L+ '* ([f[v E I)O<v.;;;u]). In section 2 we construct a 
space possessing an integral Riesz norm which is normal only on the 
trivial ideal {0}. It should be remarked that, while the space of our 
example is not norm-complete, LuxEMBURG has shown [5, Note XVI, 
Theorem 65.5] that the existence of such a Riesz space implies the existence 
of a norm-complete space having the same pathological properties. We 
also show in section 2 that the space constructed there is Egoroff; this 
indicates that present results do not encompass all situations in which 
the existence of an integral Riesz norm on a space forces that space to be 
Egoroff. On the other hand, some condition beyond the mere existence 
of an integral norm is necessary, for the construction of section 3 yields 
an integrally normed space which is not Egoroff. 
In [3] S. KosHI proved that, under certain conditions on a Boolean 
algebra f!lJ, every finitely additive measure on f!lJ is countably additive on 
a suitable super dense ideal. Later, LuxEMBURG extended this result by 
showing that the same conclusion holds if f!lJ is Egoroff ( cf. [6, Theorem5.1 ]). 
In the case of an Egoroff Riesz space L, we have the analogous result 
(LUXEMBURG and ZAANEN [4, Note VI, Corollary 20.7]) that every non-
negative linear functional q; is an integral (i.e., Un {. 0 =;.. q;(un) {. 0) on a 
super dense ideal (an ideal I is said to be super (order) dense in L if 
[u EL+=;. ([f[vn EI)O<:vn t u]). More generally, one may ask whether a 
monotone seminorm e on an Egoroff Riesz space is forced to be "con-
tinuous" in some sense on a suitable super dense ideal. In fact, there are 
several results in this direction. The continuity property which is ap-
propriate is the a-Fatou property; e is said to be a-Fatou if 0.;;; Un t u =;.. 
=? e(un) t e(u), i.e., if (!L=(! (where we have introduced the Lorentz 
seminorm (!L(u)= inf {lim e(un): O<;un t u}). For example, we know, as 
a consequence of [5, Note XIV, Theorem 44.2], that {1: (!L(/)=e(f)} 
contains a super dense ideal provided L is Egoroff and separable in the 
e-metric; another result along these lines is contained in [5, Note XVI, 
Theorem 64.9]. In most cases, these results may be extended to the case 
where L is simply almost-Egoroff (cf. [2, section 8]) and one is led to 
ask whether it is the case that, for every monotone seminorm e on an 
almost-Egoroff space, {I: (!L(/) = e(f)} contains a super dense ideal. This 
formulation of the question is especially attractive since it can be proved 
that any space on which all monotone seminorms do behave in this way 
must be almost-Egoroff (see [1, section 6(b)]). The answer, however, is no. 
In section 4 we construct an Egoroff Riesz space with Riesz norm e such 
that {I: (!L(/) = e(f)} contains no super dense ideal. 
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2. An Integral Riesz Norm which is Nowhere Normal 
In this construction our space L consists of elements f which are 
sequences of functions: f = (fO, fl, f2, ... ), where tn: Rn _,.. R, n = 0, 1, 2, .... 
R denotes the reals and we make the convention that RO= {0}. We further 
require that each element f of L be bounded, in the sense that there is a 
constant M(f) such that sup {1/n(v)l: v E Rn}<M(/), for each n. The 
remaining condition on the elements of L is the essential one, and to 
describe it we need to introduce the operation c: cis defined on any vector 
vERn(n;;d), where v=(v1,v2, ... ,vn), by c(v)=(V1,V2, ... ,Vn-1). Thus 
c(Rn) = Rn-1; note that, because of our convention, for any t E R, c(t) = 0. 
Now for each f E L we define the "exceptional" sets En(f)(n> 1) corre-
sponding to f by En(/)= {v ERn: jn(v) i= jn-1(c(v))}. The essential re-
quirement is that, for each f E L, En(/) should be finite, for n= 1, 2, 3, .... 
The linear operations on L are defined in the obvious way: (f+g)n= 
= jn + gn; (J..f)n = Ajn. It is easy to see that L is closed under these operations 
and becomes a linear space. Moreover we say f < g when tn < gn for each 
n > 0, and thereby introduce a partial ordering which makes L a Riesz 
space; we have (f V g)n = jn V gn, (f 1\ g)n = jn 1\ gn. 
We define eon L bye(/)= sup {(n+l)-1(sup {1/n(v)l: vERn})}; e is 
n~O 
easily seen to be a Riesz norm (note that e(f) < = since we've assumed 
each f in L is bounded). 
We denote the r-th iterate of the operation c by cr. For a given element 
f in L, a vector v in Rn is called f -regular if, for each r = 1, 2, ... , 
[w ER<n+r) and cr(w)=V]=>- [f<n+rl(w)=fn(v)]. 
2.1. Iff is an element of L, then the set of points (in U;;"~ 0 Rn) which are 
not /-regular is at most countable. 
Proof. If v in Rn is not /-regular, there exists some integer r and 
w E R<n+r) such that cr(w) = v and j<n+r>(w) i= jn(v). If r is the smallest 
integer with this property, then j<n+r-1l(c(w)) = f<n>(v) i= f<n+rl(w) so that 
wE E(n+r)(/). Thus the set of points which are not /-regular is exactly 
{cr(w):r-:>1 and wEEm(f), for some m}, 
which is clearly countable, at most, since each Em(/) is finite. 
2.2. Suppose fm t mO in L; then, for each fixed vo E Rn(n-:>0), we have 
fr;,.(vo) t mO. 
Proof. Otherwise we have some e>O such that, for all m, fr;,.(vo):>e. 
Consider the uncountable set A(vo)={v ER<n+ll: c(v)=vo}. By 2.1 the set 
of points which are not 1m-regular for some m is at most countable; also 
U:;;'~ 1 E(n+l)(/m) is at most countable. Hence there is some w0 E A(vo) such 
that wo is /m-regular for each m, and, for each m, woE E(n+l)(/m), so that 
ff::H(wo) = /r;.(c(wo)) = jr;,.(vo) >e. 
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Thus if we define an element fo in L by setting f~ = 0 for k <; n, 
f&n+l> = s · X{wol' and stipulating that every point of R<n+l) be fo-regular, 
we have O<fo<fm, for all m. But in this case we could not have fm t 0. 
2.3. Suppose fm t mO in L; then, for each n;>O, f':n t mO uniformly 
over Rn. 
Proof. Since R 0 contains just the single point 0, we have the result 
for n = 0 immediately by 2.2. Proceeding by induction, we assume the 
result for n and, given s > 0, we find m such that jr;::+r> <; s (throughout 
R<n+I>). We do have p such that n< s so that nn+I> <:: s except on the set 
E(n+l)(fp). By 2.2, since E(n+l)(fp) is finite, there exists m;>p such that, 
for v EE(n+l)(fp), we have jr;;:+l)(v)<;s. But for v E (R<n+I>-E(n+l)(fp)) we 
have jr;;:+1>(v) <f~n+l>(v) <:: s. 
2.4. e is an integral norm on L, i.e., fm {, 0 ==> e(fm) t 0. 
Proof. Suppose s>O. Let M be a bound for h (hence for each fm). 
Let p be such that, if n>p, 
(n+ l)-l(sup {lf':n(v)l: vERn})<; (n+ l)-lM <;s. 
By 2.3, we have some mo such that, if m;>mo, f':n<s for all n<;p. 
Thus, of course, m;>mo ==> e(fm)<:s. 
2.5. e is nowhere normal on L, i.e., given 0 < f E L, there is a directed 
system f, such that f> f, t ,0, but e(f,) ~ ,0. 
Proof. There exist some n, and vERn, such that tn(v)=s>O. Now 
let A(v)={w E R<n+I>: c(w)=v}. For each finite subset r of A(v), define 
g, E L by setting g~ = 0, for k<n, g~=BX{v)' 
g1n+l> = BX(A(v)-T)' 
and stipulating that every point of R<n+I) be g,-regular. Clearly {g,} is 
directed downwards, and, in fact, 
g, 1\ ga=g(TUa)• 
Moreover, inf g,=O. To see this, suppose O<;g<;g" for all r, and that 
T 
gEL. For w ER<n+r+I>, consider r={cr(w)} nA(v); g1n+I>(cr(w))=0 and 
every point of R<n+l) isg,-regular; hence g~n+r+l) (w) = 0 so that g<n+r+l>(w) = 0. 
Thus gm - 0 for any m > n. Furthermore, it is clear that, for any h E L, 
if hm = ex where ex is a constant, then h<m-1) _ ex. Hence g = 0. 
It follows that, if we set f,=f 1\ g" we have f>f, t ,0. However, for 
any w in A(v)- (r U E(n+l)(f)), we have (f<n+l) 1\ g~n+l>)(w) = s, so that 
e(f,)>s(n+2)-1>0. It follows that e(f,) ~ ,0. 
2.6. L is Egorofj. 
Proof. Here Lis the ideal generated by the element eEL determined 
by en- l (for all n). Thus we need only show that e has the Egoroff 
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property (a proof of this simple result is included in [1, Theorem 2.1]). 
Suppose we have fm,k E L such that, for each m, O<fm,k t ke. For each 
natural number p, we shall show that k{1), k(2), ... can be chosen so 
that fp, defined by 
~= (1-1/p) 1\ n.k<1>/\ 1Kk<2> 1\ . .• (n= o, 1, 2, ... ), 
is actually an element of L, and so that f~ _ (1-1/p) for n<,p. To see 
this observe that, since fm,k t ke, we can find, in view of 2.3, k(m) such 
that f~.k<m>>(1-1fp) for all n<,p+m. That f~- (1-1/p) for n.;;;;,p is 
now clear. To show that fp E L we must verify that, for each n;;. 1, En(fp) 
is finite. However, since for m;;.n-p we have f~.k<m>>(1-1fp), 
f~= {1-1/p) 1\ n.k(1) 1\ .•• 1\ f(n-p),k(n-p)> 
and 
f (n-1) _ {1 1/p) 1\ f<n-1) 1\ 1\ f<n-1> p - - 1,k(1) • • • (n-pl,k(n- l• 
It follows that En{fp) =En(g) where 
g= (1-1/p)e 1\ /I,k(l) 1\ •.. 1\ fcn-p),k(n-p) E L; 
hence En(fp) is finite. 
Now it is clear that sup fp=e, since ~= (1-1/p) for n<,p. Moreover 
we can always choose the k(m) corresponding to (p+ 1) to be larger than 
that corresponding to p. In this case f p is an increasing sequence, 0 < f p t pe, 
and clearly, by construction, each fp ~ {fm,k}· We have proved, then, 
that e has the Egoroff property. 
3. An Integrally Normed Riesz Space which is not Egoroff 
Here we construct L as a Riesz subspace of the Riesz space RX (usual 
operations and partial ordering), where R denotes the reals and X =R x R. 
Let F be the function in RX determined by F((a,b))=(lal+lbl+l)-1• 
Now let L consist of all functions in RX of the form IXF + f where IX is 
some real and f satisfies the following conditions: 
(A) for each s>O, {p EX: lf(p)l>s} is a finite set; 
(B) the support S(f)= {p EX: f(p)=l= 0} off (which is at most countable, 
in view of (A)) has a finite projection on the first coordinate of X, 
i.e., P1(S{f))={a: ({[[b)(f((a, b))=I=O)} is a finite set. 
The Riesz norm e on L is defined simply by e(g) = sup { lg(p) I : p E X} 
( <oo, in view of (A)). 
3.1. e is an integral norm on L, i.e., if Un {.nO, then e(un) {. 0. 
Proof. Let Un=IXnF+fn· Now Un {. 0 implies that, for each p EX, 
Un(P) {. 0, since X{:~>} is an element of L. Hence we must have 1Xn {. 0, since 
U':= 1 S(fn) is at most countable. Given any s > 0, we can choose no such 
that 1Xno <s. Condition (A) then ensures that for all p EX, with the possible 
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exception of a finite set {p1,p2, ... ,pm}, we have Un0(p).;;;;e. However, 
we also have n1 such that Un1(pi)<e, and similarly we have n2, na, ... , nm. 
Setting N= max (no, nl, ... , nm), we clearly have UN<e, so that e(uN)<e. 
3.2. L is not Egorofj. 
Proof. Let gn,k be defined as follows: gn,k(P)=F(p) unless p=(a, b) 
where a, bare positive integers, a.;;;;n, and b>k, in which case gn,k(p)=O. 
Note that each gn,k E L (condition (A) is satisfied because of the way F 
"dies away at infinity"). 
Clearly, for each n, O<::gn,k t kF. Thus, if L were Egoroff, there would 
be a sequence Um such that O.;;;;um t mF and, for each m, Um <{ {gn,k}· 
However, letting Um=cxmF+Im, we can find, in view of condition (B), 
some n such that n ¢ Pl(S(/m)). Moreover, there is some k(n) such that 
Um<::gn,k(n)· Setting p=(n, k(n)), we have both Um(p)=cxmF(p) and 
O.;;;;um(P)<gn,k(n)(p)=O, so that CXm=O. Thus, for all m, CXm=O, so that 
we cannot have Um t F. Hence F does not have the Egoroff property. 
4. An Egorofj Normed Riesz Space (L, e) such that{!: e{f) =eL(/)} Contains 
No Super Dense Ideal. 
Here we simply let L be the space of all the real valued functions on 
some uncountable set X which have the form l=rxx+h where r is some 
real and h is bounded and has countable support. L certainly becomes 
a Riesz space under the pointwise linear operations and ordering. To 
show that Lis Egoroff we need only show, as in 2.6, that the element xx 
has the Egoroff property, since L is the ideal generated by XX· Since, 
for each x EX, X{re} E L, it is clear that gn t xx in L if, and only if, gn(x) t 1 
at each point x EX; moreover, if gn=rnxx+hn, where hn has (countable) 
support Sn, we must have rn t 1 since X- Ui"' Sn cannot be empty. Now 
suppose O.;;;;un,k t kXX, for each n, and let Un,k=rn,kXx+hn,k, hn,k having 
support Sn,k· Let X!, X2, ... be an enumeration of s = u:.k=l Sn,k, and let 
Um= (1-1/m)x(x-<"'m·"'m+I····l>· Clearly Um t xx, and it remains to show 
that, for each m, Um <{ {un,k}· But for fixed n we have rn,k t k1 so that 
there is some k such that rn,k> 1-1/m. Clearly, then, Um(x).;;;; Un,k(x) 
except possibly when 
X E Sn,k () (X- {xm, Xm+l, ... }) C S () (X- {xm, Xm+b ... }) = {x1, ... , Xm}· 
There is certainlysomek'>ksuch thatum(Xt)<un.k'(xt), i=1, ... ,m, and 
hence Um < un,k'' Thus, indeed, L is Egoroff. 
For I EL, set 
e(/)= sup {ll(x)j: x EX}+ sup {e: {x: il(x)i>e} is infinite}. 
It is easy to verify that e is a Riesz norm on L. Now suppose I is a super 
dense ideal I in L. In this case we must have 0.;;;; In t xx such that each 
/nEI. Certainly, for some n, {x:ln(x)>i} is infinite, and we let 
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0 = {yr, y2, ... } be some countable subset. Since fn >he, we have xc E I. 
On the other hand, if hm = X{vl.Y2···· .Ym)' we have e(hm) = 1 and hm t xc, 
so that QL(xc)=l; but e(xc)=2 and it follows that I¢ {f: e(f)=eL(f)}. 
Thus {f: e(f) = QL(f)} contains no super dense ideal. 
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